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301 Job #1: Recruit, Recruit, Recruit! 

“You prove your worth with your actions, not with your mouth.” –Pat Riley 

Focus on Recruiting 

This is the most important job responsibility for the office leader. You can be incredible at 

training, coaching, and answering got-a-minute questions, but in the end, you’ll have a very 

difficult time growing your profit and keeping your job if you don’t recruit. It’s job #1—

EVERYTHING else comes after this. 

Estimate Your Agent Losses 

A national average that was shared with me in the past is that an office will lose roughly 20% 

of its sales associates per year. You’ll have sales associates move away, unfortunately pass 

away, transfer to other companies, get out of the business, etc., each year. Despite all that 

you will say and do to be the best business partner to your sales associates, you’ll still lose 

roughly 20% per year. 

If you start the year with 100 sales agents, roughly 20 will leave that year. Some of these 

associates were productive and many more typically weren’t. It’s hard to estimate who will 

leave and because of this fact you want to be conservative and plan for the worst and hope 

for the best. But always remember, hope is not a strategy! 

To hit your profit goal, you’ll need to replace the production you’ll lose during the year through 

agent attrition as well as increase the number of productive sales associates that will help to 

produce the additional 64 closed units (using our example in section 201) to hit your new 

profit goal. 

Replace Losses and Add Profit through Recruiting 

I can’t stress this point enough: Recruiting is your fastest and best way to increase your profit. 

It will also produce a very active and vibrant office culture. When associates are joining your 

office, your current agents feel like they are in the right place. When they feel this way, they 

stay focused on being productive and they don’t look around at other companies. 

If you are not recruiting new talent into your office and agents are leaving (which will happen 

just by attrition alone) this will bring about the opposite behavior. Your agents will start 

questioning whether they are in the right place. They will start looking around and 

interviewing with other companies. 

Your office is either getting larger or smaller: it never stays the same. 

Summary 

• Recruiting is your number-one job! 

• Recruiting is the fastest and best way to increase your office’s profit and create a vibrant 

office culture. 

• All offices experience agent attrition and your recruiting results need to offset this fact, as 

well as add additional associates. 
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Tasks 

• Look back over the past 24 months and get an average percentage of associates who 

leave your office during a 12-month period of time. Use this average in your profit and 

recruiting goal calculations. 

• Make a detailed list of everything you’re currently doing to recruit new agents and 

experienced associates. Keep this list in front of you and continually add to and improve 

it. 

• Determine the number of associates you have recruited during the past 24 months and 

average that number for a 12-month period of time. Understand that doing the same thing 

and expecting a different result will not happen. (That’s the definition of insanity.) 

• Contact your company’s top recruiters and invite them to breakfast or lunch. Let them 

know that you’d like to know what they’re doing to be so successful with recruiting. 

• Look outside your company at top recruiters in the industry and find out what they are 

doing. Implement these new strategies in your recruiting efforts. 

• Mark off one hour per day in your calendar to contact potential recruits. 

 


